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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION.   This TED transmits a “best practice” ,  “lessons learned
experience”, for informational exchange.

PURPOSE.   This TED shares some of the experiences and lessons learned regarding the use, operation,
and testing of permanent Variable Message Signs (VMS). It also transmits two documents from FHWA
regarding message sign visibility.

BACKGROUND. Region 1 had  three permanent VMS installed under a recent capital project. After the
installation, visibility and legibility problems were experienced with the three permanent VMS. The signs are
permanent overhead walk-in Line Matrix, 3-lines by 20-character, array hybrid High Intensity Light Emitting
Diode with Reflective Flip Disks (LED-Dot) Variable Message Signs (VMS),  manufactured by 3M. The signs
were located along three State highways in the Capital District, I-87 southbound (south of exit 8), I-90
westbound (west of exit 8), and Alt. Route 7 westbound (west of I-787). Region 1 requested guidance from
FHWA and its Eastern Resource Center.

Representatives from FHWA and NYSDOT (Region 1 and Main Office TE&HS) met to discuss and field
review the VMS issue. The review consisted of visual inspections of the signs, in both day light conditions
and night time conditions, at speeds experienced by the traveling public. The review group of six members
provided a broad level of technical experience for reviewing the signs as well as  a mixed range of eye sight
capabilities.  

During the daylight field review of the first VMS it was determined that while the target value was enough
to detect something ahead at a great distance, the sign could not be read by all reviewers until a distance of
500 feet. After revising the lettering to a wider character spacing (from an SC2 to a SC3),  all reviewers were
able to read the sign at about 900 feet in accordance with the MUTCD.  (These distances reflect the distance
of the weakest pair of eyes on the review team.) The review continued to the other two signs, with the revised
wider spacing allowing for greater legibility.

A second field review was conducted the same day at night. The increased spacing was confirmed to be the
best for legibility. The lowest brightness setting was determined to be the best for legibility, creating the least
amount of halo effect (lowest setting at about 40% of full brightness).  Note: After installation of the signs,
Region 1 realized that the software only had the capability of reducing the brightness to 80% of full
brightness, and if they wanted to set the brightness level to 40%,  it must be done at the hardware controls in
the field controller. It is recommended that future contracts / installations of software should have the
necessary control capabilities built into the software thus allowing the Operator to control the brightness from
the TMC.  The increased letter spacing, and the lowest brightness setting combined,  provided the best
nighttime legibility at 900 feet.



An additional problem required corrective action on the Region’s part. The VMS originally came with a
message pre-installed  from the manufacturer. As the VMS were installed by the contract prior to power being
available, the preset message could not be removed. Consequently the region had to “bag”the VMS for a short
period of time. It is recommended that in the future, all sign shall be delivered without any preset messages.

RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION.  Regional TE&HS and Construction Groups.

PERMIT TYPE.  N/A

REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES.   
The following recommendations are offered .

1- VMS software and hardware shall support an adequate character and interline spacing.
S the subject review indicated that three pixel between characters (SC3) worked

best, along with block style lettering and single stroke font
S in the subject review, interline spacing was fixed at one-third the character

height, although a greater spacing may improve visibility even more under
different conditions

2- VMS software should allow all necessary control capabilities affecting brightness to be
administered from the TMC or other remote location

3- Field reviews of VMS performance and visibility should be accomplished upon the completion
of the project with several reviewers of mixed ages to promote a range of eyesight capabilities.

4- It should be stipulated in the specifications that VMS should be received at the job site without
any preset messages on them.

The following two documents are forwarded for information. These two documents provide
information that was validated by the recent VMS sign review discussed above.

1- FHWA -RD-97-075   Summary Report - Changeable Message Sign Visibility.

2- FHWA-RD-94-077   Appendix A-Draft Design Guidelines and Operational Recommendations
For CMS Visibility

CONTACT PERSON.  Questions regarding this TED can be directed to Mike Hartman TE&HS,  ITS
Group (518-457-2384)














